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Education Policy Outlook 

Making Reforms Happen 

 

SESSION 3: 

  

Countries responding 

to challenges 



Moving together towards a common goal is not always easy… 

… but it is possible 



 
 
 1. Why? Session’s objectives 

 
2. How? The challenge of 
efficiently steering education 
systems  
 
3. Where? A comparative view: 
 the United Kingdom, Canada 
and the Netherlands 
 

For this session…. 
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Why? Objectives 

 

     
• Explore how countries are currently  
   steering complexity to improve their  
   education systems:  

 
• Key challenges identified in this 
   process 

 
• How policy options are being set     
   and implemented 

 
• Share lessons being learnt and/or 
   questions for reflection   

 
 

Steering education systems towards higher education performance 
 

  

TOGETHER 



 
 
 1. Why? Session’s objectives 

 
2. How? The challenge of 
efficiently steering education 
systems  
 
3. Where? A comparative view: 
 the United Kingdom, Canada 
and the Netherlands 
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With the crisis, countries’ education policies 
are focusing on what matters… 

 

Countries see education as  a solution to the economic crisis and beyond… 

and are investing in education by… 
 

 

 

 
Students: Targeting policies to specific disadvantaged groups, and
making VET and tertiary  education more relevant to labour mark
et needs.  

 
Institutions: Investing in improving the teaching profession, as w
ell as developing more system evaluation & student assessments.  
 

System: Setting clear policy priorities with concrete objectives or 
using funding strategically.  
 

System: Setting clear policy priorities with concrete objectives or 
using funding strategically.  
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Increasingly complex policy-making environments 
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• PISA 2012: average performer (unchanged), lower ESCS than OECD average. 
• 95% of 3-4 y/o in pre-primary, compulsory school until ages 16-17, Low repetition.   
• PIAAC (NI+En):  literacy at average, numeracy below average. Low unemployment. 

Challenge: Clearer qualifications,  developing  skills for labour market/further L. 

 
 

• PISA 2012: top performer (decreased performance), lower ESCS than OECD average. 
• Pre-primary for 5 y/o, compulsory school until ages 16 or 18, low repetition.   
• PIAAC:  literacy at average, numeracy below average. Low unemployment. 

Challenge: Strengthen opportunities to enter labour market/further learning. 

 
 

• PISA 2012: high performer (decreased performance), lower ESCS than OECD avg. 
• High ECEC enrolment from age 3, compulsory school until age 18, more repetition.   
• PIAAC: literacy and numeracy above average. Low unemployment. 

Challenge:  Ensure sufficient flexibility & career guidance in all secondary tracks.  
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• Positive learning environments, with involved school leaders. Increasing autonomy. 
•  Younger teachers, salaries tend to be comparable to OECD average (EN, SCT). 
• School evaluation: more focus on external (EN) or combined with internal (NI, SCT). 

Challenge: Attracting high quality teachers & principals, with support and tools. 

 
 

• Positive learning environments, with involved school leaders. Less autonomy.  
•  Teachers’ salaries are high compared to OECD average and other workers. 
• Assessment is a key component of each education system, and of collaboration. 

Challenge: Addressing teacher supply imbalance, with more schools’ capacity. 

 
 

• School boards appoint and school leaders and decide their tasks. High autonomy. 
• Ageing teachers, high salaries (OECD avg), lower compared to other workers. 
• There is no national curriculum, but core learning objectives. Evaluation is balanced. 

Challenge:  Strengthening the school boards’ steering capacity & responsibility.  
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• Most policies are defined within each of the UK countries. Aim to increase role of      

school leaders & teachers. 
• Funding varies. Some similar funding allocations (specific population subgroups).  

Challenge:  Improving co-ordination and synergies in a context of diversity of 
                     practice. 

 
 

• Decentralised, with one or two ministries or departments in each of the 13 jurisdic- 
tions - school districts decide. Pan-Canadian collaboration on educational priorities.    

• Provinces/territories fund public primary/secondary. HE also financed by fed. govt. 

Challenge: Setting priorities that build on and are aligned to the decentralised        
                    system. 

 
 

• Based on a centralised framework & policies, with decentralised administration       
&  school management - school boards decide.  

• Public & private schools funded on equal basis, using lump sum allocations.  

Challenge:  Ensuring that school boards have the capacity to implement  
     national policies consistently and transparently.  



Thank you!  


